Figure 1: Our scalable and parallel SfM system recovers accurate and consistent 1.21 million camera poses (marked by blue dots) and 1.68 billion sparse 3D points of a typical medium-sized city from 50 megapixel high-resolution images. The figures from left to right zoom successively closer to the final representative buildings.
Introduction
The prestigious large-scale SfM methods [1, 13, 21, 23, 39, 41] have already provided ingenious designs in feature extraction [27, 49] , overlapping image detection [1, 13, 21, 33] , feature matching and verification [50] , and bundle adjustment [12, 31, 51] . However, the large-scale accurate and consistent camera registration problem has not been completely solved, not to mention in a parallel fashion.
To fit a whole camera registration problem into a single computer, previous works [1, 13, 21, 39, 41] generally drastically discard the connectivities among cameras and tracks by first building a skeletal geometry of iconic images [26] and register the remaining cameras with respect to the skeletal reconstruction. The other approaches [19, 30, 36, 44, 45] greedily cut camera-to-camera connectivities to generate exclusive camera clusters for partial reconstruction and finally merge them together. Such losses of connectivities remarkably decrease the accuracy and consistency of the final reconstruction. In this paper, we instead guarantee that as many camera-to-camera connectivities and their corresponding tracks are preserved as possible for a highly accurate and consistent reconstruction by proposing an iterative camera clustering algorithm that splits the original SfM problem into several smaller sub-problems in terms of clusters of cameras with overlapping. We then exploit this scalable framework to solve the whole SfM problem, including track generation, local SfM, 3D point triangulation and bundle adjustment far exceeding the memory of a single computer in a parallel scheme.
To obtain the global camera poses from partial sparse reconstructions, the hybrid SfM methods [3, 44] directly use similarity transformations to roughly merge clusters of cameras together and possibly lead to inconsistent camera poses The pipeline of our system. The figures from left to right are respectively (a) the input images, features and matches, (b) the camera clusters after the camera clustering algorithm (section 3.2), (c) the structure and motion of different camera clusters recovered by parallel local incremental SfM (section 4.2), (d) the averaged global camera poses after motion averaging (section 4.3), and (e) the camera poses and sparse 3D points after parallel 3D point triangulation and parallel bundle adjustment (section 4.4).
across clusters. Others [19, 25, 36, 45] hierarchically merge camera pairs and triplets and are sensitive to the order of the merging process. Given that the camera-to-camera connectivities are preserved by our clustering algorithm at all possible, we instead apply the accurate and robust relative motions from incremental SfM [1, 35, 38, 40, 50] to the global motion averaging framework [2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 18, 28, 34] , and obtain the global camera poses with superior accuracy and consistency.
The contributions of our approach are three-fold. First, we introduce a highly scalable framework to handle SfM problems exceeding the memory of a single computer. Second, a camera clustering algorithm is proposed to guarantee that the camera-to-camera connectivities and corresponding tracks are preserved as many as possible in camera registration. Finally, we present a hybrid SfM method that uses relative motions from incremental SfM to globally average the camera poses and achieve the state-of-the-art accuracy and robustness evaluated on benchmark [42] , Internet [48] and sequential data-sets [10] . To the best of my knowledge, ours is the first pipeline able to reconstruct highly accurate and consistent camera poses from more than one million high-resolution images in a parallel manner.
Related Works
Based on an initial camera pair, the well-known incremental SfM method [40] and its derivations [1, 35, 38, 50] progressively recover the pose of the "next-best-view" by carrying out perspective-three-point (P3P) [24] combined with RANSAC and non-linear bundle adjustment [46] to effectively remove outlier epipolar geometry and feature correspondences. However, frequent intermediate bundle adjustment leads to incredible time consumption and drifted optimization convergence, especially on large-scale datasets. In contrast, the global SfM methods [2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 18, 28, 34] solve all the camera poses simultaneously from the available relative poses, the computation of which is highly parallel, and can effectively avoid drifting errors. Compared with incremental SfM methods, global SfM methods are, however, more sensitive to possible erroneous epipolar geometry despite the various delicate designs of epipolar geometry filters [10, 22, 30, 16, 20, 37, 47, 48, 52, 53] .
In this paper, we embrace the advantages of both incremental and global SfM methods and exploit a hybrid SfM formulation. The previous hybrid methods [19, 25, 36, 45] are limited to small-scale or sequential data-sets. Havlena et al. [19] form the final 3D model by merging atomic 3D models from camera triples together, while the merging process is not robust depending solely on common 3D points. Bhowmicket al. [3] directly estimate the similarity transformations to combine camera clusters but produce possibly inconsistent camera poses across clusters. The work in [44] incrementally merges multiple cameras while suffering from severe drifting errors. In contrast, we apply the robust relative poses from partial reconstruction by local incremental SfM to the global motion averaging framework and provide highly consistent and accurate camera poses.
To tackle the scalability problem of large-scale SfM, previous works generally exploit a skeletal [41] or simplified graph [1, 13, 21, 39] of iconic images [26] . Although millions of densely sampled Internet images can be roughly registered, numerous geometry connectivities are discarded. Therefore, such approaches can hardly guarantee a highly accurate and consistent reconstruction in our scenario consisted of uniformly captured high-resolution images. The hybrid SfM pipelines [3, 19] employing exclusive clusters of cameras lose a large number of connectivities among cameras and tracks during the cluster partition as well. Instead, our proposed camera clustering algorithm produces clusters of cameras with overlapping guaranteeing that camera-to-camera connectivities and corresponding tracks are validated and preserved as many as possible in camera registration and consequently achieve superior reconstruction accuracy and consistency.
Scalable Formulation

Preliminary
We start with a given set of images I = {I i }, their corresponding SIFT [27] features F = {F i } and matching cor- Figure 3 : The average relative rotation and translation errors compared with the ground-truth data for different choices of the number of cameras in a cluster for the four Internet data-sets [48] . epipolar geometry [17] between two images I i and I j . Each image I i is associated with a camera C i ∈ C. The target of this paper is then to compute the global camera poses of all the cameras C = {C i } with projection matrices denoted by
Camera Clustering
As the problem of SfM, in particular camera registration, scales up, the problem size gradually exceeds the memory of a single computer. We therefore introduce a camera clustering algorithm to split the original SfM problem into several smaller manageable sub-problems in terms of camera clusters with overlapping such that all the SfM procedures of each cluster can be fitted into a single computer (size constraint) and that the connectivities among cameras and corresponding tracks are preserved as many as possible to guarantee an accurate and consistent reconstruction (completeness constraint) in the subsequent motion averaging process.
Clustering Formulation
To encode the relationships between all the cameras and associate tracks, we introduce a camera graph G = {V, E}, in which each node V i ∈ V represents a camera C i ∈ C and each edge e ij ∈ E with weight w(e ij ) connects two different cameras C i and C j and denotes a relative pose with feature correspondences. To quantify the connectivity between camera C i and C j , and their associate tracks, we define the edge weight w(e ij ) as the number of their common feature correspondences, namely w(e ij ) = |M ij |. Our target is then to partition the original camera graph G = {V, E} into a set of overlapped sub-graphs {G k |G k = {V k , E k }} satisfying the following size and completeness constraints.
Size constraint We encourage the number of cameras of each sub-problem to be small and of similar size. First, each sub-problem should be small enough to be fit into a single computer for efficient computation. Particularly for local incremental SfM, a comparatively small-scale sub-problem can effectively avoid redundant time-consuming intermediate bundle adjustment and possible drifting. Second, a balanced problem partition stimulates a fully utilization of the distributed computing system. We therefore introduce ∆ up as the upper bound of the number of cameras of a cluster. The visual results of our camera clustering algorithm before graph expansion on the City-B data-set. Figure 3 shows that the average errors of both relative rotations and translations computed from a cluster by local incremental SfM first remarkably decrease and then stabilize as the number of cameras in a cluster increases. Therefore, the acceptable upper bound of the number of cameras in a cluster is in a large range.
Completeness constraint We also enforce that the connectivities among cameras and their associate tracks are preserved as many as possible. Optimally, all the graph edges are preserved after clustering, which can be transformed into a balanced graph edge partition problem extensively studied in [4] . However, the work in [4] only guarantees an approximation ratio √ log k log n for the k-edge partition of a graph with n nodes, and the proposed size constrain may be violated. In an extreme case, we are not able to partition a complete graph to overlapped sub-graphs of smaller sizes without loss of edges. Therefore, we try to preserve the camera-to-camera connectivities with strong association by maximizing the weight of the union of the remained edges.
In summary, our camera clustering algorithm is formulated as follows:
.2 Clustering Algorithm
We propose a two-step algorithm to solve the camera clustering problem. A sample output of this algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4 . 1. Graph division We guarantee the size constraint by recursively splitting a camera cluster violating the size constraint into smaller components. Starting with the camera graph G, we iteratively apply normalized-cut algorithm [11] , which guarantees an unbiased vertex partition, to divide any sub-graph G i not satisfying the size constraint into two balanced sub-graphs G i1 and G i2 , until that no sub-graphs violate the size constraint. Intuitively, we encourage that camera pairs with a great number of common features, namely large edge weight, are more likely to be grouped together for a robust geometry estimation in the subsequent local incremental SfM and distributed bundle adjustment [12] . Right: the ratio of discarded edges given different ∆up and δc. The plot is based on the statistics of the city-scale data-sets.
Graph expansion
We enforce the completeness constraint by adding the edges discarded in graph division to the corresponding adjacent subgraphs. For each subgraph G i = {V i , E i }, we therefore enforce the completeness ratio δ(G i ), which is defined as the ratio of newly added cameras during graph expansion. More specifically, we first sort E dis the edges discarded in graph division by edge weight w(e ij ) in descending order, and iteratively add the edge e ij and associate vertices V i and V j randomly to one of its connected sub-graphs G(V i ) and G(V j ) if the completeness ratio of the subgraph is lower than δ c . Here, G(V i ) denotes the subgraph containing vertex V i . Such process is iterated until no additional edges can be added to any of the sub-graph. The size constraint may be violated after graph expansion, and we iterate between graph division and graph expansion until both constraints are satisfied.
To guarantee the convergence of the camera clustering algorithm, we also set the completeness ratio δ c such that, after graph expansion, the numbers of cameras of two sub- Figure 5 , it is worth noting that a large completeness ratio δ c guarantees less loss of camera-to-camera connectivities while results in more duplicated cameras in different clusters. Furthermore, a large upper bound of cluster camera number leads to less discarded graph edges and almost has no effect on the number of duplicated cameras. Balancing the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency, we choose ∆ up = 100 and δ c = 0.7. Approximately 1.8 times of the original number of cameras should be reconstructed in local SfM, and less than 5% of camera-to-camera connectivities are discarded. In contrast, exclusive camera clustering (δ c = 0) leads to a loss of 40% of camera-to-camera connectivities to be removed.
Camera Cluster Categorization
The camera clusters from the clustering algorithm are divided into two categories, namely independent and interdependent camera clusters. We define the final camera clusters from our clustering algorithm as interdependent camera clusters since they share overlapped cameras with adjacent clusters. Such interdependent clusters will be applied into subsequent parallel local incremental SfM.
Algorithm 1 Graph-based camera clustering algorithm
Iteration between graph division and expansion while Gin = ∅ do Graph division Choose Gi = {Vi, Ei} from Gin
Graph expansion for each eij ∈ Edis sorted by w(eij ) in descending order do Select δG(Vi) < δc and δ(G(Vj )) < δc uniformly at random if G(Vi) is selected, where G(Vi) is the sub-graph containing Vi, then Add eij and Vj to G(Vi) else Add eij and Vi to G(Vj ) for each Gi = {Ei, Vi} ∈ Gsize do if |Vi| ≤ ∆up then
Accordingly, we define all the fully exclusive camera clusters before graph expansion as independent camera clusters. The independent clusters are vital to the following parallel 3D point triangulation and parallel bundle adjustment. We also leverage the independent camera clusters to build a hierarchical camera cluster tree T c , in which each leaf node corresponds to an independent camera cluster and each nonleaf node is associated with an intermediate camera cluster during the recursive binary graph division. The hierarchical camera cluster tree is a crucial structure in the subsequent parallel track generation. Next, we can base on the camera clusters from our clustering algorithm to implement a scalable SfM pipeline.
Scalable Implementation
Track Generation
The first step of scalable SfM is to use the pair-wise feature correspondences to generate globally consistent tracks across all the images, and the problem is solved by a standard Union-Find [29] algorithm. However, as the size of the input images scales up, it gradually becomes impossible to concurrently load all the feature and associate match files into the memory of a single computer for track generation. We therefore base on the hierarchical camera cluster tree T c to perform track generation. In detail, we define N Figure 6 : The comparison between the motion averaging methods [30, 43] and our approach in the accuracy of the generated relative rotations and relative translations. The cumulative distribution functions (CDF) are based on the Internet data-sets [48] .
we simply load their corresponding tracks, merge them, and save the tracks corresponding to N l j into storage. Such processes are iteratively performed from the bottom up until the globally consistent tracks with respect to the root node of T c are obtained. All the track generation processes associated with each level of T c are handled in parallel.
Local Incremental SfM
For the cameras and corresponding tracks of every interdependent camera cluster C k denoted by the sub-graph G k = {E k , V k }, we perform local incremental SfM in parallel. Local incremental SfM is vital to the subsequent motion averaging in two aspects. First, RANSAC based filters and repeated partial bundle adjustment [46] can remove erroneous epipolar geometry and feature correspondences. Second, incremental SfM considers robust N -view (≥ 3) pose estimation [24, 32] and produces superior accurate and robust relative rotations and translations than the generally adopted essential matrix based [2, 5, 14, 34] and trifocal tensor based methods [22, 30] even for the camera pairs with weak association, large angle of views, and great scale variation. Figure 6 and the statistics of the benchmark datasets [42] (δR and δt) in Table 1 confirm the statement above.
Motion Averaging
Now, all the relative motions of camera pairs with feature correspondences from local incremental SfM are used to compute the global camera poses. The work in [8] is first adopted for efficient and robust global rotation averaging.
Translation Averaging
Translation averaging is challenging for two reasons. First, it is difficult to discard erroneous epipolar geometry resulted from noisy feature correspondences. Second, an essential matrix can only encode the direction of a relative translation [34] . Thanks to local incremental SfM, the majority of erroneous epipolar geometry is filtered, and the only problem remained is to solve the scale ambiguity.
The work in [10] first globally averages the scales of all the relative translations and perform a convex 1 optimization to solve scale-aware translation averaging.Özyesil et al. [34] obtain the convex "least unsquared deviations" formulation by introducing a complicated quadratic constraint. Given that all the relative translations {t k ij } from one camera cluster C k are up to the same scale factor α k , we instead formulate our translation averaging as a convex 1 problem by solving the camera positions and cluster scales simultaneously. Obviously, the scale factors computed in terms of clusters are more robust than the pair-wise scales [10, 34] in terms of relative poses, especially for the camera pairs with weak association.
With the global rotations {R i } computed from [8] fixed, a linear equation of camera positions can be obtained as:
where t k ij is a relative translation between two cameras C i and C j estimated in the kth cluster associated with a scale α k . Equation 1 can be rewritten as: α k R T respectively, and we have:
Here, A k is a 3 × M matrix with an appropriate location of k replaced by p = R T j t k ij , and 0 3×1 otherwise. B ij is a 3×3N matrix with appropriate locations of i and j replaced by I 3×3 and −I 3×3 respectively, and 0 3×3 otherwise. Then, we can collect all such linear equations from the available camera-to-camera connectivities into the following single linear equation system:
where A and B are sparse matrices made by stacking all the associate matrices A k and B ij respectively. After removing the gauge freedom by setting c 1 = 0 3×1 and α 1 = 1, we can obtain the positions of all the cameras by solving the following robust convex 1 optimization problem that is more robust to outliers than 2 methods and converges rapidly to a global optimum, 
Since the baseline length is encoded by the changes of cluster scales, our translation averaging algorithm can effectively handle the scale ambiguity, especially for collinear (d) Our method (b) Bhowmick [3] (c) Sweeney [44] Pittsburg folded structure (a) Snavely [ camera motion, and is much well-posed than the essential matrix based approaches [5, 14, 34, 48] , which only consider the directions of relative translations and are limited to the parallel rigid graph [34] .
Discussion
Given the same global camera rotations from [8] and relative translations from local SfM, Figure 7 verifies that our translation averaging algorithm recovers more accurate camera positions than the state-of-the-art translation averaging methods [10, 30, 34, 43, 48] . Although the optimal solution to no loss of relative motions compared with the original camera graph can hardly be obtained in our clustering algorithm, the statistical comparison in terms of the whole pipeline shown in Table 1 still demonstrates the obviously superior accuracy of camera poses of our pipeline, which is measured by the absolute distance between camera positions (denoted asx), over the SfM approaches [10, 30, 43, 50] on the benchmark data-set [42] . Figure 8 shows the comparison with the large-scale SfM methods [3, 41, 44] on the data-sets [10] consisted of sequential video frames with close-loop. Given the same camera clusters, in which we regard our independent clusters as the clusters adopted in [3, 44] , the work in [3] directly utilizes non-robust epipolar geometry to merge camera clusters by similarity transformations. The work in [44] reconstructs camera clusters incrementally and is limited to drifting errors as other incremental SfM approaches. Obviously, only our global method successfully guarantees close-loop.
The statistical comparison with the large-scale SfM methods [3, 41, 44] are also shown in the table of Figure 8 . To measure the consistency of camera poses, we use the epipolar error that is the median distance between the features and corresponding epipolar lines computed from the feature correspondences of all the camera pairs, the number of camera pairs connected by 3D points, and the number of final 3D points. Since our camera clustering algorithm introduces as many connectivities of cameras and corresponding tracks as possible to the global motion averaging framework rather than merging exclusive camera clusters [3, 44] or directly discarding large amounts of connectivities [41] , the epipolar error of our approach is only 10%−20% of that Table 1 : The comparison of the benchmark data-sets [42] . Ns is the number of camera clusters, δR is the average relative rotation error measured in degrees and δt denotes the average relative translation angular error in degrees. We comparex the average position error of camera optical centers after motion averaging measured in millimeter with the global SfM methods [10, 30, 43] . Since repeated intermediate bundle adjustment is performed in incremental SfM [50] ,xBA the average position error in millimeters after bundle adjustment is shown for [50] .
of the work [3, 41, 44] , the number of connected camera pairs is 1.8−4.5 times of that of the work [3, 41, 44] , and we generate 1.3−3.0 times more 3D points than the work in [3, 41, 44] .
Bundle Adjustment
We follow the state-of-the-art algorithm proposed by Eriksson et al. [12] for distributed bundle adjustment. Since this work [12] declares to have no restriction on the partitions of cameras, we directly refer to the independent camera clusters with their associate cameras, tracks and projections as the sub-problems of the objective function of bundle adjustment. For each independent camera cluster, we triangulate [17] their corresponding 3D points with sufficient visible cameras (≥ 3) from their feature correspondences validated by local incremental SfM based on the averaged global camera geometry. Next, the independent subproblems including solving a total sum-of-squares problem which can be directly applicable to a standard bundle adjustment formulation and averaging multiple estimations of 3D points from different sub-problems are evaluated iteratively in parallel until convergence.
Experiments
Implementation We implement our approach in C++ and perform all the experiments on a distributed computing system consisted of 10 computers each of which has 6-Core (12 threads) Intel 3.40 GHz processors and 128 GB mem- Table 2 : The comparison of the Internet data-sets [48] . We regard the SfM results of [40] as the reference model. Nc denotes the number of recovered cameras in SfM,x is the median position error measured in meters after motion averaging and before bundle adjustment, and xBA represents the median position error in meters after bundle adjustment. We also compare the time overhead for each method, and introduce TLS, TBA and TΣ to denote the local incremental SfM time, full bundle adjustment time, and total running time respectively.
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ory. All the computers are deployed on a scalable network file system similar to Hadoop File System. We implement a multicore bundle adjustment solver similar to PBA [51] to solve all the non-linear optimization problems, and a 1 solver like [6] to solve Equation 4. We also utilize Graclus [11] to handle the normalized-cut problem.
Benchmark data-sets The statistics of the comparisons of the benchmark data-sets [42] with absolute measurements of camera poses between the state-of-the-art methods [10, 30, 43, 50] and our proposed method are shown in Table 1 . Since the number of cameras of the largest benchmark data-set CastleP30 is only 30, we set ∆ up = 7 rather than ∆ up = 100 adopted by our pipeline to force that valid camera clusters can be generated. Finally, we prove that the relative rotations (δR), relative translations (δt), and corresponding camera positions (x) from our algorithm are all obviously superior in accuracy to the work in [10, 30, 43, 50] . Internet data-sets As shown in Table 2 , our method recovers more cameras than the other SfM methods [22, 34, 43, 48] on all the Internet data-sets except for the Notre Dame and NYC Library data-sets. That means our approach can achieve superior robustness even on the wild data-sets harvest from the Internet community [48] . Moreover, our approach generates more accurate global camera poses measured by the median position errors of optical centers than the work in [22, 34, 43, 48] both before (denoted byx) and after bundle adjustment (x BA ). Some of the visual results are demonstrated in Figure 9 . City-scale data-sets The statistics of the input city-scale data-sets are shown in Table 3 . The image resolution ranges from 24 to 50 megapixels and the average number of detected features of each image ranges from 73.0K to 170.1K. We can see that the peak memory of the largest City-A data-set is estimated as 2.9TB, 39.81GB, and 10.2TB in track generation, motion averaging and bundle adjustment respectively if handle by the standard SfM pipeline [30] in a single computer, which obviously runs out of memory of our servers with 128GB memory. The same goes for the other SfM pipelines [10, 40, 43, 50] . It is also noteworthy that although the pioneering work in [21] claims to reconstruct the camera poses from 1.2 million Internet images of several megapixels, it in fact depends on a compact skeletal reconstruction [41] of tens of thousands of images to register the remained majority of images, and can hardly guarantee an accurate and consistent reconstruction as demonstrated in Figure 8 . In contrast, our pipeline can even recover the accurate and consistent camera poses and sparse 3D points of the largest City-A data-set consisted of 1.21 million cameras and 1.68 billion sparse 3D points, and the peak memory dramatically drops to 34.62GB and 0.53GB in track generation and bundle adjustment respectively. In Figure 10 , we further provide the visual results of the cityscale data-sets containing both mesh and textured models with delicate details to qualitatively demonstrate the high accuracy of the finally recovered camera poses. Running time We test the Internet data-set [48] on a single computer to make a fair comparison on running time, and Table 2 shows that our efficiency is comparable to the works in [22, 34, 43, 48] . As for the city-scale data-sets, we note in Table 3 that the running time of track generation and local incremental SfM grows linearly as the number of Table 3 : Statistics of the city-scale data-sets.N f and N k denote the average number of features per image and the number of camera clusters. We abbreviate track generation, local SfM, motion averaging and full bundle adjustment to TG, LS, MA and BA respectively. The original peak memory is an estimation of the different steps of the standard SfM pipeline [30] if handled by a single computer.
images increases, while the running time of bundle adjustment, the complexity of which is O((m + n) 3 ) given m cameras and n 3D points even in a distributed manner, and motion averaging that can only be handled in a single computer gradually dominates as the number of images drastically increases. Even for the City-B data-set, our parallel computing system composed of 10 computers can successfully reconstruct 138 thousand cameras and 100 million sparse 3D points within one day. Notably, because of the concise design of our clustering algorithm, the range of its running time on the city-scale data-sets is from 3.57 to 11.71 minutes, which is extremely efficient compared with the time cost of the whole SfM pipeline.
Limitations Thanks to the fully scalable formulation of our SfM pipeline in terms of camera clusters, the peak memory of track generation of our pipeline is only 2.1%-8.7% of the standard pipeline [10, 30, 40, 43, 50] , and the peak memory of bundle adjustment of our approach is even 0.1-3.8‰ of the standard pipeline. However, since our motion averaging formulation (Section 4.3) still solves all the camera poses considering available relative motions at once, it is limited by the memory of a single computer. We are therefore interested to exploit our scalable formulation to solve large-scale motion averaging problems in a scalable and parallel manner, and leave this for future study.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a parallel pipeline able to handle accurate and consistent SfM problems far exceeding the memory of a single computer. A graph-based camera clustering algorithm is first introduced to divide the original problem into sub-problems while preserving as many connectivities among cameras as possible for a highly accurate and consistent reconstruction. A hybrid SfM method embracing the advantages of both incremental and global SfM methods is subsequently proposed to merge partial reconstructions into a globally consistent reconstruction. Our pipeline is able to handle city-scale SfM problems contain-ing one data-set with 1.21 million high-resolution images, which runs out of memory in the available approaches, in a highly scalable and parallel manner with superior accuracy and consistency over the state-of-the-art methods.
